Retail Wine List

TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE

PIERRE FERRAUD & FILLS CRÉMANT DE
BOURGOGNE BLANC DE BLANC NV
Region: Beaujolais, France

Special Price: $57.00
Grape varietal: Chardonnay
The wines by Maison P.Ferraud et Fils are recognised all
over the world thanks to the transmission of expertise
acquired over five generations.
The history of the Burgundy crémant started in 1822 when
the Petiot brothers, wine merchants in Chalon-sur-Saône
hired a young talented man from Champagne, FrançoisBazile Hubert. François-Bazile, thanks to his experience
in Champagne convinced the Petiot brothers to launch
a first production with the champagne method. The
Crémant de Bourgogne AOC was created in 1975. Our
Crémant de Bourgogne is a Blanc de Blancs Crémant. We
strive to find the most typical and representative wines of
the designation.

TASTING PROFILE
On the nose it develops white flower, citrus fruit or green
apple scents. When the wine ages it develops hints of
pitted fruits such as peach or apricot. On the palate this
wine is sharp and with a distinctive taste.

BAVA MOSCATO D’ASTI 2019
Region: Piemonte, Italy

Special Price: $40.00

Grape varietal: 100% Canelli White Moscato
Moscato D’Asti DOCG Bava maintains the original grape
aroma and fragrance: a balance between the sweetness
and the freshness of its natural liveliness. Great to finish
a meal, it pairs elegantly with a dessert; its low alcohol
content makes it a delicious natural drink to be consumed
nicely chilled on any occasion, and also as ingredient of
refreshing cocktails. The richness in sugar, the low alcohol
content and the intense aromatic fragrance make it the
best ingredient for a refreshing sorbet.
For this Moscato, the grapes are picked, arranged in cases
and pressed fresh. The aromatic free-run must is then let
to decant naturally at cold temperatures and stored until
re-fermentation, that is done in steel vats.
TASTING PROFILE
Strongly aromatic with an explosive bouquet of flowers
and fruit. The palate is intense, sweet and persistent with
balanced acidity. The little bubbles harmoniously match
its sweetness and complete its elegance by bringing in
the glass the essence and the fragrance of the grapes of
origin.

M. CHAPOUTIER COTES-DU-RHÔNE
“BELLERUCHE BLANC” 2017
Region: Côtes du Rhône, Rhône Valley, France

Special Price: $45.00
Grape varietals: Grenache blanc, Roussanne, Viognier,
Clairette, Bourboulenc
Harvest is carried out at night by machine to prevent and
limit oxidation of the juices and preserve the aromatic
components.
Total destemming followed by a light skin maceration
particularly for the Viognier, gentle pressing. Cold static
settling. Alcoholic fermentation at low temperature in
stainless steel vats. The wine is protected from oxygen to
preserve its aromatic potential.
TASTING PROFILE
Intense and expressive on the nose, with aromas of
apricot, fennel and floral scents (iris, etc.). Complex and
very elegant on the palate. The wine’s roundness is a
perfect match for its freshness, revealing subtle notes of
aniseed on the finish.

MOUNT RILEY SAUVIGNON BLANC 2019
Region: Marlborough, New Zealand

Special Price: $48.00

FOURNIER PÈRE & FILS MMM
GRANDE CUVÉE CHENIN BLANC 2018
Region: Sancerre, Loire Valley, France

Special Price: $50.00

Grape varietal: 100% Sauvignon Blanc

Grape varietal: Chenin Blanc

Moderate yields, warm summer temperatures and settled
harvest weather conditions made for a happy winemaking
team and some outstanding flavor in our Sauvignon Blanc
fruit. With vigilant and timely picking decisions we were
able to ensure our principles of high quality and capture
those enticing Marlborough flavours that create Mount
Riley’s classic and highly sought-after Estate Sauvignon
Blanc.

The Chenin blanc is an indigenous grape variety from the
Loire Valley. It is a perfect match with the Loire terroirs,
its capacity to produce exceptional wines with a great
longevity leads us to the vinification of this first cuvée.

TASTING PROFILE
Multifaceted exhibiting vibrant aromas of pink grapefruit,
passionfruit, gooseberries and currant with a touch of
herbal infusion. Weighty mouthfeel with intense although
refined flavours finishing with a crisp, delectable acidity.

TASTING PROFILE
The nose is very intense with vanilla aromas, orange
and tangerine flavors. The balance is harmonious with a
refreshing acidity and a savory citrus palate.

Produced in limited quantities in our Touraine vineyard, we
elaborated this ‘modern style’ cuvée while looking for the
perfect balance between the freshness and the aromas.

CHÂTEAU HAUT SELVE WHITE 2016
Region: Graves, Bordeaux, France

Special Price: $57.00

Grape varietals: 60% Sauvignon Blanc,
10% Sauvignon Gris, 30% Sémillon
Sensual and aesthetic. As such, we asked Sylvain Dubuisson
to be the architect in the conception of Château Haut
Selve, the only 20th century vineyard in the Bordeaux area.
Each step was thought and carried out as if it were a piece
of art, combining modernity and classicism. The history
of art and wine is the particularity of that property that, 10
vintages later, is recognized as being one of the 5 best in
Graves. It is our wish to be innovating in the creation of
Château Haut Selve that guide us everyday.
TASTING PROFILE
Fine nose, based on citrus and white fruits aromas. On the
palate, a beautiful balance is reached between acidity and
roundedness. Lemon flavors are completed with some
grapefruit hints. The final is slightly toasted with some
vanilla notes.

DAVID FRANZ LOAN VINEYARD
NATUREL SÉMILLON ORGANIC 2017
Region: Barossa Valley, Australia

Special Price: $60.00
Grape varietal: Sémillon
Organic & Biodynamic Naturel Fermentation Sémillon.
Single vineyard wine. Simply a Sémillon made in the purest
way possible. Pristine fruit was picked, pressed to barrel
then Nature did the rest.
Total Production: 2340 bottles
TASTING PROFILE
Fleshy ripe lemon and lime over summer grass all
comfortably resting on a subtle savory bread-dough
and cashew nut underlay. Textural fleshy mouth wraps
seductively around a very Semillon center of poised acidity.
The counter balance of gentle assertive acid & generous
fruit are framed with softly drying, very long finish.

DAVID FRANZ EDEN VALLEY
RIESLING 2018

LOUIS JADOT CHABLIS
CELLIER DE LA SABLIÊRE 2017

Special Price: $62.00

Special Price: $64.00

Region: Barossa Valley, Australia

Region: Chablis, Burgundy, France

Grape varietal: Riesling

Grape varietal: 100% Chardonnay

Total Production: 5850 bottles

Chablis is a historic wine-producing town in northerncentral France. It produces light, dry white wines famed
for their minerality and crisp acidity. AOC Chablis wines
are produced exclusively from Chardonnay. Unlike typical
Burgundian white wines, which are barrel fermented,
Chablis is usually entirely free of any oak influence.

If there was ever (in my book) a true king of the whites,
it is Eden Valley Riesling! Riesling is one of the physically
toughest varieties on the planet, yet it is capable of
producing some of the most subtle wines you will ever
come across. You only need look at the thin layer of loam,
coating the underlying granite of the Eden hills and the
way the vines thrive to see my point. All that aside, the
true worth of the variety is as it should be, in the drinking.
The 2018 Eden Valley Riesling fits the bill here to excess.
It won’t ever see the show circuit but rather is destined to
spend its life making meals and lazy afternoons a much
better place to be.
TASTING PROFILE
Ripe and seductive limes supported by lifted perfume of
lemon thyme jasmine and dry summer grasses with hints
of juniper and aromatic dried herbs. Firm crisp and full
bodied for a Riesling with beautiful balancing acid that
gently grips the cheeks.

The continental climate (very cold in winter and hot in
the summer with frosts in spring) and the marly limestone
soils combine to mould the unique character of Chablis
wines. This wine is fermented in vats and then aged in the
Louis Jadot cellars between 9-12 months before bottling.
TASTING PROFILE
This delightful white Wine produced by Louis Jadot
originates from the Chablis area of Burgundy. Chablis
Cellier de la Sablière, Louis Jadot is an inviting wine, made
from Chardonnay grapes. The wine is allowed to undergo
a partial malolactic fermentation to soften and round the
palate.

MIGUEL TORRES LAS MULAS
CARMENÉRE ORGANIC 2017

VILLA POGGIO SALVI CASPAGNOLO
CHIANTI COLLI SENESI D.O.C.G. 2018

Special Price: $43.00

Special Price: $45.00

Region: Curicó Valley, Chile

Region: Tuscany, Italy

Grape varietal: Carmenère

Grape varietals: 90% Sangiovese, 10% Merlot

Miguel Torres Chile was founded in 1979 by Familia Torres,
who has produced wine in Spain for over 150 years. Being
the first foreign winery to establish itself in Chile, Miguel
Torres introduced in the country the use of stainless-steel
tanks in fermentation and French oak barrels for the aging,
technologies that opened a new horizon for the Chilean
wine industry. Miguel Torres Chile is actively committed
to the environment and to the people; all its vineyards
are certified organic, and it is one of the biggest wineries
certified with Fair Trade. Today, Miguel Torres is leading
the recovery of ancestral varieties from the South of Chile,
rescuing a unique heritage of the traditional winemaking.

This Villa Poggio Salvi’s Chianti, is created with a blend of
Sangiovese and a small amount of Merlot grapes, deriving
from the estate vineyards in the area of Monteriggioni.

TASTING PROFILE
Fine fruity aromas with balsamic notes. Elegant, lush palate
expressing hints of leather and spices. Lingering finish.

TASTING PROFILE
It represents a Tuscan historical wine, well balanced with
harmonious roundness in tannins and a warm flavour;
fruity fragrances, with hints of current and violet.

F DE FOURNIER PINOT NOIR 2017
Region: Sancerre, Loire Valley, France

Special Price: $46.00

M. CHAPOUTIER COTES-DU-RHÔNE
“BELLERUCHE” ROUGE 2017
Region: Côtes-du-Rhône, Rhône Valley, France

Special Price: $46.00

Grape varietal: Pinot Noir

Grape varietals: Mainly Grenache and Syrah

The F de Fournier range shows the Domaine Fournier Père
et Fils knowhow as experts in Sancerre in the production
of Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Noir. The F de Fournier
wines are fruity and elegant wines, elaborated for your
daily pleasure. Our Pinot Noir is the expression of our
experience and adventurous winemaking! We crafted an
elegant Pinot Noir, full of surprises and yet faithful to its
noble grape variety.

The key stone of the Maison M. CHAPOUTIER, they are
rich, smooth, easy to drink and offer a wide palette of
flavors and aromas true to their appellations. The journey
through the appellations of the Rhône Valley is enriched
by a collection of organic wines.

TASTING PROFILE
The deep garnet color of F de Fournier is the introduction
to the fresh and gourmet red fruit nose. The soft tannins
bear red fruit and spice aromas. Enjoy this complex-free
Pinot Noir, discover its secrets and savor it as an immediate
pleasure.

TASTING PROFILE
Intense fruit (blackcurrant/raspberry) and complemented
by notes of white pepper. Juicy, powerful and fruity (red
fruit notes) on the palate with lovely roasted notes. Silky
and delicate tannins.

The grapes are picked at phenolic maturity and are mainly
harvested by machine.

YERING STATION LITTLE YERING
SHIRAZ 2016

XANADU EXMOOR
CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2017

Special Price: $48.00

Special Price: $48.00

Region: Yarra Valley, Australia

Region: Margaret River, Australia

Grape varietals: 97% Shiraz, 3% Viognier

Grape varietals: 96% Cabernet Sauvignon, 4% Petit Verdot

Yering Station was established in 1838 by the pioneering
Ryrie brothers who adopted the Aboriginal name “Yering”
for their new station. In 1996 the Rathbone family
purchased the property drawn to its natural beauty,
history and the great promise of its wines. This natural
progression coupled with a combination of family talents
allowed them to develop a successful business around
quality wine. Today Yering Station is one of the jewels
of the Yarra Valley region, attracting tourists and wine
enthusiasts from around the globe.

The fruit was crushed and destemmed then fermented
in a combination of rotary and static fermenters at
26°C for 5 – 7 days. A portion of the blend was left for
a period of extended maceration on skins followed by a
gentle pressing adding plushness and a savoury textural
element to the wine. The various batches underwent MLF
in a combination of tank and barrel before 14 months of
maturation in a selection French oak barriques (20% new).

TASTING PROFILE
Raspberry and mulberry fruit stand out over toast and
coffee oak flavours. A central acid structure supports a
juicy fresh forward mouthfeel, while dusty tannins fill out
the mid palate.

TASTING PROFILE
The wine exhibits vibrant, characteristic aromas of ripe
blackcurrants, blueberries and dark plums meshed with
hints of spicy, toasty oak. The generous palate is packed
full of juicy fruits of the forest, cassis and chocolate
characters. Medium to full-bodied, the fleshy fruits are
supported by moreish, supple tannins. A balanced wine
with a persistent fruit finish.

LUIGI BOSCA FINCA LA LINDA
OLD VINES MALBEC 2017
Region: Mendoza, Argentina

Special Price: $51.00

MOUNT RILEY PINOT NOIR 2018
Region: Marlborough, New Zealand

Special Price: $56.00

Grape varietal: 100% Malbec

Grape varietal: 100% Pinot Noir

Handpicking, selection of clusters, de-stemming and
manual grain selection. Fermentation is conducted in
stainless steel tanks at a controlled temperature of 28°C
with selected yeasts. Once the fermentation is completed,
part of the wine matures in American oak barrels for a
period of eight months. Lightly filtered while bottled.

2018 was a year in which the viticulture team earned their
keep! We accumulated a lot of moisture in traditionally
our driest months of the year – January, February and
March. As a result, the vines continued to produce lots of
leaves and the vineyard team spent a great deal of time
ensuring the fruit had the correct levels of sun exposure –
lots of trimming and leaf plucking! Our 2018 Pinot Noir is
a blend sourced from four of our Marlborough vineyards
situated in the Southern Valley’s sub-region. Diversity of
clone allowed us to make a complex and complete wine
with vibrant, pure fruit character and depth of flavour.
Grapes were cold soaked, fermented in small parcels and
aged for nine months in French oak barriques.

TASTING PROFILE
The nose offers a remarkable tipicity with fruit-forward
aromas of fresh plums, flowers, and a delicate wellin¬tegrated vanilla accent, delivered by its partially age¬ing
in oak. Powerful and juicy on the palate, framed by firm
tannins and well-balanced acidity. Round and long, with a
deep elegant finish.

TASTING PROFILE
Ripe cherry and plum characters are supported by hints
of savoury spice and dried herb. Approachable with soft
tannins and intense fruit flavour. Silky texture and great
length.

TORRES CELESTE CRIANZA,
RIBERA DEL DUERO 2016
Region: Ribera del Duero, Penedès, Spain

Special Price: $56.00

CHÂTEAU HAUT SELVE ROUGE 2016
Region: Graves, Bordeaux, France

Special Price: $60.00

Grape varietal: Tempranillo

Grape varietals: 60% Merlot, 40% Cabernet Sauvignon

Celeste is born 895 meters above sea level, where the
vines and the sky form a magical connection, resulting in
a wine filled with the freshness, emotion, and intensity of
a starry night.

Château Haut Selve is the only creation of vineyard in
Bordeaux in the 20th Century. The vineyard was planted
in the historical Graves Appellation area over a pine forest
where vines used to grow 120 years ago. Each step of
Chateau Haut Selve’s creation was thought and carried
out as if it was a piece of art. The history of art and wine is
the particularity of this property that is known to be one
of the top five in Graves. Our first vintage was released
in 1996, and now we proudly release 2016 as our 21th
Anniversary vintage.

TASTING PROFILE
Astounding aroma of black fruit (wild blackberries), with
exquisite jammy (cherry) notes coming through, and a
toasty nuance (roasted coffee). Dense and velvety on the
palate, full of fruit extract, with long, flavorful and fragrant
persistence that reveals elegant oak aging.

TASTING PROFILE
The nose opens with notes of sour cherry and sweet spices.
On the palate, the whole is distinguished by flexibility and
a very nice balance with a finish carried by tannins still a
little firm and a great vivacity.

DAVID FRANZ “H.P.”
HYDRAULIC PRESS SHIRAZ 2017
Region: Barossa Valley, Australia

Special Price: $60.00

ST FRANCIS MERLOT 2014
Region: Sonoma County, USA

Special Price: $68.00

Grape varietal: Shiraz

Grape varietals: 97% Merlot, 3% Malbec

The 2017 H.P. Hydraulic Press Shiraz is a fantastic reflection
of the traditional ‘Barossa Style’.

All grapes are gently de-stemmed before cold-soaking
for two days to extract optimal color and flavor. ¬The
fruit is fermented in separate lots, allowing each lot to
be individually and distinctly crafted before being aged
in French oak barrels, 25% new. ¬The wines are kept 16
months in barrel before final blending and bottling.

Total production: 9300 bottles
TASTING PROFILE
On the nose, brilliant bright red raspberry up front over
crunchy Sasuma plum interwoven around spice box
complexity underpinned with savory yeasty dark notes.
Liltingly pure Shiraz in its natural environment bursts
seductively over the palate playing ring-a-rosie with a fruit
basket of red summer berries.

TASTING PROFILE
This is an expressive and flavorful Merlot with multi-layered
aromas and flavors of red cherry, plum, dried cranberry,
espresso bean and savory spices. Medium-to-full bodied
with a long, lingering finish.

LOUIS JADOT
CÔTE-DE-BEAUNE VILLAGES ROUGE 2014
Region: Côte-de-Beaune, Burgundy, France

Special Price: $70.00
Grape varietal: Pinot Noir
The Côte-de-Beaune Villages is a good intermediary
between a regional appellation wine and a cru. The harvest
is manual in small crates in order to preserve the integrity
of the fruit. The grapes are then carefully sorted by hand
and then destemmed.
TASTING PROFILE
A medium bodied blend of smooth Pinot Noir wines, this
offering from Louis Jadot is an elegant and sophisticated
one. Taking its name from the wine region in which its
grapes are grown, Cote-de-Beaune-Villages is a fruity
flavoured red that has a great balance of sweet and tannic
acid. This blended wine is packed full of fruit forest flavours
with a mellow smooth texture.

ST FRANCIS OLD VINES ZINFANDEL 2017
Region: Sonoma County, USA

Special Price: $76.00

Grape varietals: 81% Zinfandel, 14% Petite Syrah,
5% Mixed Blacks
There are strict criteria in the vineyard for fruit to qualify
as old vines Zinfandel. The vines must be at least 50
years old (many are as old as 100) and they must be dry
farmed and head trained without the benefit of trellising.
These ancient, head-pruned vines tend to produce small
quantities of exceptionally concentrated fruit. The grapes
are handpicked, crushed and then fermented in stainless
steel tanks. After pressing, the wine is pumped into French
and American oak barrels for aging, with additional bottle
aging before release.
TASTING PROFILE
This bright, lively wine showcases an abundance of berry
flavors and aromas. Red raspberry, wild blackberry and a
touch of cranberry are balanced with spicy notes of anise
and cinnamon. This medium bodied Zinfandel lingers for
a long, smooth finish.

